Book Dispenser
HKC’s New Style of RFID Library Security Gate is a tool that
serves to enhance the safety & security of materials in libraries.
With simple and elegant design, the gate takes up very little
space, which avoids a lot of worries for floor planning and fit in
the environment of modern libraries.

The reader embedded in the gate can quickly read the RFID tags
on circulating materials and compare with the status registered
in the system. The device is able to perform 3D scan and
generate sound and visual alert signals. When any
unsuccessfully check-out materials try to pass the gate, it will
close automatically and send our alerts. Meanwhile, the
information of books and reader involved will be displayed on
Solution Overview

surveillance terminals. Additional CCTV system can also be
Book Dispenser is the extension of library, which provides self-service reader card registration,
added
to the solution to record the on-site situation when an
book check in/out and on-shelve books browsing. The devices offers flexibility and convenience to
readers, since it can be easily located in school, community, company, or even hospital, railway
alert
is stimulated.
station, airport and any other populated places.

The security gate applies top-class RFID reader in the world,
whose annual fault rate is lower than 1% and has no impact on
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heart pace-maker, pregnant women and magnetic objects. The

Features


Self-service reader card registration



Self-service book return and automatic shelving



Enables intelligent off-shelf operation by tracking borrowing history of each book and generate
notifications of books that are rarely borrowed



Enables intelligent tracking of reader needs and provide featured books that may satisfy the reader’s
taste



Supports various barcode cards and smart cards



Enables displaying of promotion materials on dual display monitors



Enables remote testing and monitoring of device operating status and reader check in/out operations

Technical Specifications


Size: 3800×1500×2500mm



Display: 17’’ touch screen monitor + 21’’ LED monitor



Power Supply: AC165V～264V, 50～60Hz, 22A



Operating Temperature: -20℃～0℃ (with air conditioning), 0℃～50℃



Operating Humidity: ≤90%



Barcode Scanner: high resolution laser barcode reader



Operating Noise:＜55dB at 1m from the device



Book Storage Volume: 760～960 books



Average Continuous Uptime: 1000 hours (continuous uptime refers to the period of time that the
device is operating without any technical breakdowns)



Rotation Time: ≤18s (rotation time refers to the time needed for the book in demand to rotate to
the right position for check out)



Optional Components:
(1) HF RFID Reader
(2) UHF RFID Reader
(3) Printer
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